Cross cultural leadership and the hospitality industry: a leadership style towards success in organizational goals in France

Abstract

The following paper is about cross-cultural leadership and its importance in the hospitality industry of France. The main objective of this paper is to identify critical literature about cross-cultural leadership and different types of leadership styles that exist in France, which will create awareness among organizations wanting to practice appropriate leadership styles for success in organizational goals. The whole paper has been divided into three parts. The first part of the paper is about the organizational and cultural issues that managers may encounter in France. The cultural organizational issues faced in France include ambiguous communication, inconsistency, and poor leadership. The second part of the paper analyzes the human obstacles that managers might face in new environments, and the appropriate theories to overcome these obstacles. The major human obstacles are senior management’s resistance to change, stereotyping, lack of understanding, employees’ suspicion about foreigners, nationalism, etc. The last part of the paper describes two appropriate leadership styles that managers may use in France. The two approaches are transactional leadership style and transformational leadership style. The current paper uses secondary data, specifically different literature such as research papers, articles, and book recommendations. This secondary data has been used to examine the importance of appropriate leadership styles for the hospitality industry of France. It aims to cover the appropriate leadership style for work efficiency, better performance, effective training, and development. It is understood that not all the organizations are equivalent in size, financial growth, management style, and most importantly may not be from the same geographical location. In a large country like France, every province may not follow the same culture. Thus, the recommended leadership styles may not be a true reflection for every organization, but an overall idea. To assess the most accurate leadership style for an organization, there is still a need for future research targeting organizational size, financial growth, management style, culture, and geographical location that must be taken into consideration.
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Introduction

Travel, tourism, and hospitality industries are among the fastest growing communities around the globe. In order to increase profits and see results, companies taking advantage of this trend will need detailed plans on how to conduct the travel and hospitality side of their business. Moreover, there must be programs about training skills for employees and managers, because they are one of the main components in offering tourism products to tourists. To do so, appropriate leadership styles should take place within the organization. One of the major challenges for the employees and managers of hospitality organizations, which are increasingly operating international businesses, is to interact and effectively work with people from different cultural environments. Many problems arise from intercultural communication between managers and employees, as well as between employees and hotel guests from different cultural backgrounds. Therefore, the issue of intercultural communication has recently had an increasing resurgence in the hospitality industry. Cultural awareness, sensitivity, and understanding of cultural differences should be perceived as a critical issue for business success. The importance of leadership to the success of a business cannot be over emphasized, as leadership is said to be a key factor for the success of any business. The hospitality industry is a service-oriented business that renders products and services to local and traveling guests. The hospitality business is seen as the people business. Because hospitality includes creating a welcoming environment for visitors, this business includes people in its day-to-day operations. The hospitality industry is made up of businesses whose primary activities are the provision of accommodations, the selling of food, the sale of beverages for consumption on the premises, and the provision of entertainment. Different scholars have defined leadership in various ways and given many interpretations as to the meaning of leadership. Leadership is defined as an influence—that is, the art or process of influencing people so that they will strive willingly and enthusiastically toward the achievement of group goals. Another way of defining leadership, which has been aptly qualified as ‘Managerial Leadership’ sees it “as the process of directing and influencing the task related activities of group members.” Another scholar, Cole conceptualized leadership as a dynamic process at work in a group whereby one individual, over a particular period and in a particular organizational context, influences the other group members to commit themselves freely to the achievement of group tasks or goal. Mullins’ defines leadership as the relationship through which one person influences the behavior or actions of other people. Based on these interpretations of what leadership is and means, the process of leadership cannot be separated from the activities of group and effective team building. The hospitality business cannot be successful without a good understanding of different leadership styles and how best to employ or apply them.

Cross cultural leadership

Cross cultural leadership is a term that describes how leaders work in the newly global marketplace. An international organization
requires leaders who can adjust to various business environments quickly and interact easily with partners and employees from other cultures. A manager who is successful in their home country may not be as successful in the international arena. Cross cultural leadership is explained from two points of view (Giuliani and Kurson, 2002). One is from an organizational viewpoint, where cross-cultural leadership refers to the leader in the implementation of a business organization. This organization is constituted by employees of different nationalities, values, and various cultural backgrounds. From this viewpoint, cross-cultural leadership can be seen in multinational companies. The second view regards cultural exchange and cultural changes; cultural leadership means adapting to a new wave of globalization. Here cross cultural leadership refers to a unique phenomenon to test the ability of a leader as to whether they are able to adapt and lead in cultural challenges. Multinational companies are prone to cultural variances; for this reason, their leaders must be knowledgeable about these cultural variances. Moreover, the nation’s specific culture determines the leadership style. One of the areas of study currently popular among many researchers is leadership style, as it is still an attractive attribute about leadership among academics and managers. This attention to leadership style is relevant to subordinates, as they will often work more effectively and productively when their managers adopt a specific leadership style. Thus, within the leadership process, the style of leadership is very important. Managers develop their leadership style using appropriate education, training, and experience. Leadership is one of the most crucial social phenomena to examine, as it is so significant for the effectiveness of functions in both business and societal organizations. Autocratic leadership style is one of the most common and widely used leadership styles within the tourism and hospitality industry around the globe because of its unpredictable acceptance. This creates some difficulties in adopting the participative leadership style. There are deep roots of autocratic leadership style in the hospitality industry. Using different motivator factors and scheme managers in the hospitality industry can improve the job satisfaction of employees. Thus, to achieve an organizational goal, leadership styles work as an important tool to create motivated employees. Therefore, to improve guest services and employee job satisfaction, hospitality organizations should employ effective leadership. Organizations will be successful when their employees have a high level of job satisfaction.

Cross cultural leadership in the hospitality industry

The term “culture” may have a variety of meanings when used in different contexts. Culture reflects beliefs, a way of life, and customs which are shared and accepted by people in a given society. Culture provides an individual with an awareness of their identity, roots, historical background, and a sense that one belongs to a certain community. It regulates and controls an individual’s attitudes and behaviours. Culture is shaped by many forces, including religion, political power distribution, strong and charismatic leaders, historians, and storytellers. Leadership skills are important for the hospitality industry because the hospitality industry has a dynamic environment, a service orientation, and a labour-intensive nature. Indeed, leadership style has a remarkable influence on employees’ behaviour in the customer service industry. Where leadership style focuses on the behaviour of the leaders rather than focusing on identifying personal characteristics of leaders. For instance, a transformational leadership style improves employee dedication, social behaviour, role clarity, and satisfaction. Although different leadership styles can influence employees, we know little about the most appropriate leadership style in the restaurant industry. Problems may occur when people from different cultural backgrounds misunderstand each other, which results not only from language barriers but also cultural differences. Thus, it is important not only to speak a foreign language, but also to be aware of cultural differences which exist in different countries. Given the international nature of the hospitality industry, cultural awareness and intercultural communication have become very important in relations with hotel guests and hotel employees. There are several reasons why today’s hotel professionals should be aware of these interactions and the possibilities of managing them. The importance of effective communication is well recognized today. Its role cannot be overemphasized in the hospitality setting, where improved communication has been identified as the key to quality, productivity, and competitiveness. Dealing with people is one of the biggest challenges a manager has to face, and communication is often one of the most difficult areas. Miscommunication may strongly influence business effectiveness, including the loss of prestige and credibility, which ultimately leads to financial issues and other business problems. Literature indicates that 80% of a hospitality manager’s time is spent communicating activities to hotel guests, peers, superiors and most frequently to subordinates.

Analysis and evaluation of organizational and national cultural issues

Organizational cultural issues

Poor communication, ambiguity, and inconsistency are some prevalent organizational problems that a manager may face in a foreign country. These have a direct connection to a hostile and unpleasant workplace. These will make foreign workers less loyal, increasing harassment and high turnover of employees. All sizes of companies face the problem of poor communication while working abroad. In France, a manager may face problems communicating with employees. They may feel uncomfortable during communication of their company’s goals, ideas, and suggestions. Another organizational culture issue that manager may encounter in France is ambiguity. Employees may not be clear on what their manager expects from them. Many hospitality chain groups operating in France are not originally based in France, and they may feel that the company’s policies are in conflict with actual practices. Employees of French companies may say that this is not their company, it is a foreign chain. At that period, conflict may arise. Inconsistency is one of the organizational cultural issues. Assuming that the hospitality chain is from abroad, the French people may believe that the hotel policies are not applied fairly. For example, employees may expect that they will be punished if they cannot perform their work, but they also suspect that managers will not get punished for the same issues. They will not take it easily that some departments are enjoying more benefits in the same organization. Differences in priorities are other organizational culture problems. French employees may think that a hotel focuses too much on generating income, and that they are infringing on rights such as breaks and overtime or being pushed to work longer hours. These attitudes can lower employee performance and increase overall anger. Poor leadership is another organizational cultural issue. Employees of France may not respect the foreign manager and obey instruction if they think that the manager’s leadership is inconsistent, weak and disreputable. This can contribute to organizational culture problems (Kippenberger, 2002).

Hofstede’s cultural dimension theory for France

Power distance: Power distance is high in France. It is an aristocratic and wealthy country. This high-power distance means French people
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accept inequality. It refers to high class people always dominating lower class people. The government maintains and controls the strict laws and rules. The attitude towards managers is very much formal in France, and there is a hierarchy in terms of information flow. For example, if a poorly dressed person asks for directions, it is noticed that nobody comes to help him or her. It is a clear picture of power distance.26

**Individualism vs. collectivism:** French people prefer individualism to collectivism and it means they take care of themselves rather than a group. They interrupt each other during discussions as though the argument is a form of entertainment. French people prefer contract-based work in the workplace. Their focus is on ensuring autonomy. Everyone can speak their opinion if they disagree with a situation or decision. Individuals in management prefer recognition of their individual effort rather than a team effort. France ranked 10th in position in individualistic countries. However, the most recent former collective president Hollade imposed a sizeable tax on the wealthy. So, it is expected that individualism will decline in the future (Tallman, 2013).

**Masculinity vs femininity:** France is a comparatively feminine country. In order to live, they focus more on work and quality of life. France has a welfare economy system. French people more rely on the government for welfare. There is no gender inequality in France. Every person is treated equally in France. Their main focus is on the performance and contribution of their citizen. It is less noticed that they have the attitude to become the best. The recent increase of female torture and rape is indicating that is absolutely not a feminist nation (Giuliani and Kurson, 2002).

**Uncertainty avoidance:** Uncertainty avoidance is high in France, which indicates that French people like clear rules and formal structural activities. The rules and regulations in France are comparatively strict in the case of business. To avoid any types of risk, strict regulations are incorporated into a company’s charter. These activities also help to avoid illegal activity in business.28

**National cultural issues**

**Language:** French is the official language of France and 88% of the total population speaks in French. Other languages are not encouraged in France and about 3% of the people use German. It is relatively difficult to find English speakers in France. Managers often face problems in communicating with employees who speak in French. So, a responsibility of the management will be to learn French as soon as possible. French people do not often feel comfortable speaking in other languages.29

**Relationship and communication:** French people emphasize courtesy and formal behavior. Trust is only developed through proper behavior. They are very strict about business, and they recognize a person’s value based on their level of education and which part of the world the person comes from. A manager must learn some phrases in French at the very beginning of their time in the country because it will develop a good relationship with French people in the long run. Thus, the company will be able to sell products in the French market at a faster rate.30

**Business meeting:** In France, meeting are to be arranged at least 2weeks in advance. Appointments are made through telephone or email depending upon whom you are going to meet. In July and August, no meetings are held in France because it is their vacation period. If any meeting is cancelled, immediately the manager has to phone and explain it. More importantly, no decision is made in a meeting; meetings are only for discussions, which is a totally different paradigm from many cultures.

**Analysis of major human obstacles: ways to overcome**

**Stereotype:** The tendency to stereotype is the most significant human obstacle to effective cross-cultural management. It means people make assumptions others based on their gender, race, age, ethnicity, nationality or socioeconomic status. Stereotypes are assumptions that are made about a people’s character or attributes based on a common image of a specific group of people. People assume that a car will have four wheels, while a bicycle will have two wheels; likewise, people think that the attributes of men are different from those of women. But stereotyping about men and women will not be accurate all the time. When a company came to France and changed the organizational structure, the managers found the problem to be that French employees had a lack of urgency and were suspicious about foreigners.

**Employee resistance:** Managers at various levels resist change. The reason behind resistance is that management is not clear about the visibility of the change. Again, changes can come because of the lack of coherence in the mission and vision. After all, there is always a communication gap for organizational changes.31

**Staff turnover:** Staff turnover is high when changes happen. This is because they feel insecure about their job. If employees are not properly informed, they become suspicious about the new management, so there is a high probability of losing potential employees. People of some countries prefer nationalization to privatization. French people prefer nationalization because they believe that their jobs will be secure. So, for this company, it could be costly if these employees leave their jobs. A manager must act considering these concepts, or they will not be able to control these employees.

**Judgmental attitudes:** Managers abroad interact with a diverse range of people. Most of them want to believe that they are open-minded. Many of them feel discomfort with those who are different in behaviors, values, and beliefs. Then they evaluate those values, beliefs, and behaviors in a negative light. This is known as ethnocentrism, and it describes how we evaluate right and wrong based on values, behaviors, and ideas that are similar to our own. Managers must understand others from their perspective. French people tend to expect that a French person will be the manager. They may be concerned because they are not sure that the manager will try to fulfill their interests as well.31

**Change leadership:** Most recommend that leaders should emphasize shaping employees’ attitudes and behaviors toward change. This change process can be seen in the areas like organizational development, justice, and decision-making participation. How leaders treat employees at the time of change has received the highest amount of attention and has been a powerful determinant of individuals’ reactions to organizational change. There is a significant amount of overlap between researchers and practitioners’ conclusions about effective change leadership behaviors.32 For example, communicating with individuals about the change and providing them with facilities for input are two of the most important elements in both the research and practitioners’ recommendations for change leadership. Creating a transformational leadership style through empowerment, vision and, being serious about followers’ needs are also key elements of their recommendations.
Overcome barriers to change

The best way to overcome these barriers is to accept the differences of others from their perspective. French employees should be motivated to feel that the company will stay in France for a long period. The company should be aware of their interest as well.

Communication: French is the official language of France. The manager must learn French so that they can interact with the French employees and outline their company’s ideas and goals. They will also be able to understand the manager’s instructions.

Make employees the hero: A manager must convince French employees that they are an integral part of the organization and that their participation in decision-making will be appreciated in the future. They will need to be promoted based on performance. There will need to be no discrimination in wages. They will use all the facilities available under the French law. The company will provide all the necessary training to make them the hero of the company. As employees need to work 24 hours, shifting from single day work, the manager will convince them that they will be properly remunerated for their extra hours.

Showing the potential of change: The manager will need to explain the potential of organizational changes to employees of all levels. The manager must show that these changes will not reduce their roles and responsibilities in the company. They will actively take part in the decision-making process for the interest of the company. For French subordinates, the manager will discuss the advantages of the organizational changes and show them that a newer culture will ensure a great prospective for them. Employees need not think that the company will not ensure a good work environment. The company should be aware of their interest as well.

Identification and evaluation of two suitable leadership theories

Leaders have a crucial role in accelerating organizational change and motivating people to achieve excellence at work by considering the pre-defined goals. Leaders set and administer the required strategies for driving continuous improvement in the prevailing processes, inspiring employees to superior performance and facilitating change across various departments of the company.

Transactional leadership

Transactional leaders work based on the predefined modes of operation. They are more serious to ensure continuity in day-to-day operations, they ensure uninterrupted operations by setting up systems and processes, and they focus on the achievement of set targets. Such leaders maintain discipline in all activities and establish a systematic structure. They define a road map of action, make and implement policies, and inspire superior performance by a system of rewards and incentives. A transactional leader has no vision for acquiring market leadership in the future, but they are engaged in ensuring the assigned tasks are completed on a priority basis to meet the quality benchmark. The transactional leader works to satisfy the need at their level best according to Maslow’s hierarchy of needs (Giuliani and Kurson, 2002). The manager will ensure rewards for good work or positive outcomes. They will focus on processes rather than forward-thinking ideas. So, this manager’s focus will be on the contingent reward system or penalization. Contingent rewards are provided when employees do their specified task on time and ahead of time. These rewards are given them to motivate for working sincerely. If this is continued, they will be fired from the job according to the French labor law. Under this leadership, the role of manager will be vigilant about what subordinates are doing. If they do not work in compliance with the set goals, the manager will correct them immediately and monitor them properly. At the year end, the manager will take the responsibility for the work their subordinates are doing.

Transformational leadership

Transformational leadership is a type of leadership in which the leader identifies the needed change, creates a vision to guide the change through inspiration, and executes the change with the commitment of the members of the group. For more understanding, transformational leadership is based on four components and these components can be described as Figure 2.

Figure 1 Hofstede’s Cultural Dimension Theory

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Power Distance (High vs. Low)</th>
<th>Individualism (vs. Collectivism)</th>
<th>Masculinity (vs. Femininity)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2 Transformational Leader

Source, Guide

Idealized influence

Also known as charismatic leadership, transformational leaders act in ways that make them role models. Charismatic leaders are often willing to take a risk and lead the team from ahead. They can consistently be relied upon to do the right thing, displaying high moral and ethical standards.
Inspirational motivation

The symbol of the term “team spirit” can be found from these types of leaders. Showing a high level of enthusiasm and optimism, providing both meaning and challenge to the work at hand, they try to achieve the organizational goal. They create an atmosphere of commitment to goals and a shared vision with the superiors and subordinates.

Individualized consideration

The best approach to transformational leadership is when leaders act as mentors and coaches. They respect the individual’s desires and needs. Differences are accepted, and two-way communication is common. Transformational leaders are good listeners, and along with this comes personalized interaction.55

Intellectual stimulation

Avoiding public criticism, the transformational leader welcomes creativity and fosters an atmosphere in which their subordinates feel compelled to think about their old problems in an innovative way and find the best solution.

The real champions of any organizational change are transformational leaders. They are visionaries who can motivate others to achieve excellence in an organizational performance. Transformational leaders focus more on the development of cohesive teams and create an environment of collaboration for achieving the next level of better performance instead of completing the day-to-day organizational duties and tasks. More focus is given here on team building, alignment of individual specific goals, employee empowerment, and the creation of an innovative environment where employees will embrace organizational change positively.56 The manager will play the transformational leadership role in managing a business in France. Some key functions of a manager to become a transformational leader include:

- Create a vision: The manager will share and communicate their company’s vision to all French employees so that they receive motivation for driving excellence at work.
- Building climate and culture: The manager builds a climate and culture of interdependence, flexibility, and mutuality. These are the major functions of any transformational leadership role. This organizational culture will inspire French employees to deliver performance excellence and achieve newer milestones at work (Giuliani and Kurson, 2002).
- External communication and liaising: For doing business, the manager keeps good relations with the external suppliers for the resource supply and technological assistance, and gains knowledge regarding the best used practices in the current business world. This quality strengthens the relationship with the desired stakeholders or organization partners.54
- Building a team or synergy: The manager emphasizes building a good team where every team member will be supportive. This will create a motivational climate and positivity in the workplace for completing works collaboratively.
- Talent search and development: As a transformational leader, the manager will take the responsibility to identify the best employee among all employees and nurture them properly via required training and development support.55-59

Conclusion

Cross-cultural leadership has become an important topic, as we are living in an era of globalization. Hospitality managers of multinational companies must know the key differences between cultures where they are running their businesses, particularly in France. Organizational and national cultural issues impact the performance of a company throughout the world. For this reason, a manager must be efficient enough to handle these cultural differences so that they can capitalize their resources. A transactional or transformational leadership strategy can be used by the manager to go through this difficult path. Among many leadership styles and variations in the culture, it may seem difficult to create a good system of operation management. But based on the discussion and the literature above, the transformational leadership seems to be more appropriate for the tourism and hospitality industry in France. Transformational leadership often tries to dig into problems and find better solutions for both employees and the organization. It’s always crucial to know what type of leadership is better for making the business succeed, but also it is necessary to choose the management theory which will build the best relationship with your employees.
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